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Pandoc migration: how easy is it? 

1. Install 
 Pandoc is written in Haskell 
 need compiler, libraries 
 

2. Run 
$ pandoc classCategory.xml global.xml -f docbook -t rst -s -o fundamentals.rst 
  
Not everything worked first time (figures, citations, math)   



<!-- ******************* Section (Level#1) ****************** --> 
<sect1 id="sect.ClassCate"> 
<title> 
Class Categories and Domains 
</title> 
 
<!-- ******************* Section (Level#2) ****************** --> 
<sect2 id="sect.ClassCate.WhatIsClassCate"> 
<title> 
What is a class category? 
</title> 
 
<para> 
In the design of a large software system such as Geant4, it is 
essential to partition it into smaller logical units. This makes 
the design well organized and easier to develop. Once the logical 
units are defined independent to each other as much as possible, 
they can be developed in parallel without serious interference. 
</para> 
 
<para> 
In object-oriented analysis and design methodology by Grady Booch 
<citation> 
<xref linkend="biblio.booch1994" endterm="biblio.booch1994.abbrev" /> 
</citation> 
, class categories are used to 
create logical units. They are defined as "clusters of classes that 
are themselves cohesive, but are loosely coupled relative to other 
clusters." This means that a class category contains classes which 
have a close relationship (for example, the "has-a" relation). 
However, relationships between classes which belong to different 
class categories are weak, i.e., only limitted classes of these 
have "uses" relations. The class categories and their relations are 
presented by a class category diagram. The class category diagram 
designed for Geant4 is shown in the figure below. Each box in the 
figure represents a class category, and a "uses" relation by a 
straight line. The circle at an end of a straight line means the 
class category which has this circle uses the other category. 
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The file organization of the Geant4 codes follows basically the 
structure of this class cateogory. This *User's Manual* is also 
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Comments 

• Only need to convert DocBook -> rST once 

• => ease of use not a main factor 

• Most time-consuming part will be 
proofreading/editing 
– E.g. Sphinx very picky about spaces in LaTeX mode 

• Live demo: 
RadiotherapyResearchTools.com/geant4 

 

 

 


